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Abstract 

RF fidds may be used to enhance the effective ion-impurity mUiriona1 friction, resulting iu an outflow 
of higher Zions and a net influx of low Z fuel. 
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The impurities present in a Tokamak plasma are a major obstacle in attaining controlled 
thermonuclear fusion. Even very small concentrations of high Z impurities can raise 
the ignition condition substantially due to increased line, recombination, and brems- 
strahlung radiationlaa. This problem tends to  be exacerbated since classical transport 
rnechani~ms~-~ predict impurity transport towards the region of highest plasma density 
which is normally at the plasma center. Simultaneously, one must find a means of 
removing the higher Z fusion reaction products (thermalized. 'cold alpha "ash") and 
wpplying fresh low 2 fuel. 

It has recently been shown73 that in the Pfirsch-Schluter and plateau regimes appro- 
priate external sources and sinks of particles and/or energy may reverse the inward 
transport of higher Z particles (impurities or ash). In terms of the force balance 
equation the radial inward flux of higher 2 ions is coupled to  the outward radial flux 
of low Z ions according to 

where the component of the frictional force parallel to the magnetic field B is 

* Besent addrcrs: 28, Wheatsheaf Road, Clark, N.J. 07066, IJSA. 
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Here the ion-impurity relalive velocity is 

11.4 = 0, -- vl,, (3) 

and 

7 r‘ = ( ~ ~ 1 7 ~ )  a T,W. (4) 

Therefore the sign of R:, can be reversed by reversing the sign of 11, or Of, Ti,  the aadient 
of  the ion temperature, which suggests sources and/or sinks of particles and/or energy. 
Here C, and C, are coeiiicients of order unity7, ni, rzl, Zi, ZI, rn, and m1 arc the densities, 
charge. and masses of the plasma Ions and impurities, respectively, v, are the radial 
velocity compsnents, s,, is the ion-imp~rity classical coulonlb collisioil time, and r 
4 .  and 0 are the toroidal coordinates. 

Some very preliminar2 experiments performed on the ISX devices a t  Oak Ridge 
N'iiisna! Lsboratorg wzrc encouraging if not really conclusive. Unfortunately, 
the magnitude of the external pertarbations vequired for impurity flow reversal are 
of rhe order of the ambient plasma recycling and are likely to be prohibitive. The 
particle rhroughout required, for instance, is given approximately by 

where i. is the scrape-off dimension, roughly an ionizaiion mean free path, and the zeros 
indicate csntral valuei of the various quantities, rather than edge valuei. For a medium 
sire Tokamak of current vinragc <IN/&-. lozL s 1  ! Furthcrmore, fusion plasmas in 
the reactor regime are likely to be dominated hy anomalous transport  mechanism^'^ 
a n i  not neo-classical transport. 

Wz hm.2, however, suggested an improvement on the flow reversal scheme which 
may overconie this lim~tation'. One can hope to significantly modify the parallel 
frictional fo:cel' by meanv of externally injected R F  fields or by naturally occurring 
rnicroinstabiiities. 

We will employ the quasilinear formalism in order to invcatigate the influelice of 
RF fluctuations on the initially gznerated fusion alpha particle distribution 

where 

!Im = S ( r ) v < .  (7) 

The alp51 particle distribution will evolve according to the quasilinear equation 
(given here in the slab approximation) 



when fields of potential 4, are present. Here, S( r )  is the alpha production rate at  
radius r, r, is the electron-alpha collision frequency, 52, is the alpha gyrofrequency, 
19  is the wave frequency, and the kll and k, are the parallel and radial components of 
the wavenumber. Whereas electrostatic drift waves are found in the current .(low 
beta) experiments, future high beta devicesu (in the presence of alpha particles) are likely 
to be dominated, instead, by the low frequency drift Alfven instabilities. The 
cpectrum of waves will then be centered around 

\\here p, is the alpha's gyroradius and 

These waves have wlk,, - Ir,, the AIfven speed, and both slow, w/k,, < V,, and fast, 
r-i'k,, > T/,, branches exist. 

For mode nlmbers 

with c, m E? < I : 

and configuration space diffusion tends to dominate1" equation 8 which then takes on 
the (predominant) character of a diffusion equation. For ash removal the resultant 
diffusive flow must be large enough (in the steady state reactor assumption) to balance 
the fusion alpha gneration 

where'" 

(m) ss 3.7 x 10-12 T-?J3exp (- 20 T->I3) cm3sr1 

which places limits on the values of required. 

An increase in should increase r;;l and, hence, flow reversal action. 

These waves are not found in present day experiments and it is not yet possible to 
determine conclusively if naturally excited waves will have sufficient amplitude in the 
reactor regime (or if injected fieldsl"ill be required). The saturated instability levels 



(and mechanism responsible) are just not known for the appropriate waves. However 
if one assumes that all the free energy available to the lincar spectrum is present in the 
field energy's we can use the preceding equations to estimate the plasma parameters 
for which flux balance allows a steady state ash removal. For Tokamaks having 
o = 1 to 2 metzrs, R, = 5 meters, B =. 4 Tesla, q = 2.5, T = 15 keV, and n (0) = 

few x 10'4 cm-3 steady state ash removal is satisfied and a flukuation amplitude of 
rh/n - few ; 1 0 - V s  obtained. For other parameters, or diKerent assun~ptions, 
one may have to euhance the ambient wave amplitude by R F  injecrion. Alfven wave 
injection has already been demon~traled in thc course of R F  heating experinwnts'%nd 
con?ling is not expected to  precent an insurmoui~table problem. 
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